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As the grandson of the alien princess Indigo, Jim (aka Kid Sensation) has always known that,

technically, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s royalty. That said, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d be the first to admit that heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

never lived any kind of regal lifestyle Ã¢â‚¬â€œ no titles, no castles, no crown jewelsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦

However, the arrival of a courier from his grandmotherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s homeworld changes all of that in

an instant.By royal edict, Jim is summoned Ã¢â‚¬Å“homeÃ¢â‚¬Â• to the distant planet Caeles in

order to claim an alien inheritance. Unfortunately, this is no warm and cuddly family reunion. Caeles

is a hotbed of political intrigue, and JimÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s arrival has widespread ramifications. Not only are

several factions attempting to utilize his very existence as leverage to advance their own agendas,

but Jim himself is required to submit to an archaic trial known as a prexetus. Moreover, while some

are content with simply trying to use him, it quickly becomes apparent that at least one shadowy

individual just wants Jim out of the way Ã¢â‚¬â€œ quickly, completely, and permanently.Light years

from Earth, with little family and fewer friends, Jim faces the daunting task of finding an enemy

whose ultimate purpose is unknown and whose methods are extreme. Complicating matters even

further is the fact that JimÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s much-heralded super powers are glitching, making him

incredibly vulnerable for perhaps the first time in his life.
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I can't wait for the next installment of this series, I liked the natural flow of the story and it drew me in

that I finished the entire book in one go. Amazing work. Please don't stop, keep this great series

going and I definitely want to find out if"kid sensation" really does get married, did the wiles of her

majesty get a betrothal promise from him.?Looking forward to the next book.

Go wheepy kid. No that is not a mistype. If you want more information read the book. Make sure you

start at book one.This book is as good as the others. I am always amazed how much troupe he gets

into. This book we get to know more about his mom side of the family.I can't wait till the next book. I

will definitely foot this author.

I enjoy reading this series. This is the fifth book and we were finally introduced to the world of John's

grandmother. The series continues to get more complex with additional characters and enriched

scenery. Looking forward to the next book.

I didn't get to spend time with the characters I've come to love. Also, if there is another book in the

series, I'm not looking forward to the possibility of more non-partisan adventures. This book was

OK, but I liked the others in the series more.

I am really enjoying this series. Well thought out plots, good character cevelopment, and for the

most part, the pacing is spot on. The author has been able to weave everdyday life, being a super

hero, and having ties ot off world civilizations into fun credible stories. Keep writing and I'll keep

reading!

Excellent....another well written and thoroughly enjoyable and entertaining storyline by Kevin

Hardman. I would have no problem reading a 400 page novel by this author.

I have thoroughly enjoyed this entire series. If you like science fiction/super hero stuff I highly

recommend this series. It's lighthearted, fast paced, and fun

The Kid Sensation books clever a wide variety of topics that run from superhero, to science fiction,



to political intrigue, but what is impressive is that the stories are spot on. It is rare for a series to

move seamlessly between the various areas so well. I want to avoid any spoilers, but I recommend

the stories and look forward to the audio book of this work.
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